
Deepdale Community Primary School 

PSHE Curriculum   

‘Respect for All’ 

At Deepdale Community Primary School ‘Respect for All’ underpins our PSHE Curriculum alongside 

incorporating the teaching of the statutory Health and Relationship Education (HRE) in line with the DFE 

Guidelines. These subjects are designed to equip children with the knowledge to make informed decisions 

about their wellbeing, health and relationships as well as preparing them for success in adult life.  

 

Relationship Education 

Relationship Education will put in place the building blocks needed for positive and safe relationships, 

including with family, friends and online.  

The children will be taught what a relationship is, what friendship is, what family means and who can support 

them. In an age-appropriate way the curriculum will cover how to treat each other with kindness, 

consideration and respect. 

 

Heath Education 

Health Education aims to give the children the information they need to make good decisions about their 

own health and wellbeing, to recognise issues in themselves and others, and to seek support as early as 

possible when issues arise. 

 

PSHE Curriculum 

The curriculum has been carefully mapped out to ensure that any sensitive topics are taught in an age-

appropriate way by taking into account the emotional maturity and religious backgrounds of the pupils. 
 

In order to develop our PSHE Curriculum we have used the following documents:- 
-Statutory Guidance – Relationship and Health Education 
-PSHE Association PoS 
-PSHE Association ‘Question-Based Model Programme Builders  
-Association of Muslim Schools (Overview) 
 
We adapted the ‘Question-Based Model’ to create a Long Term Plan based on the needs of our school and 
local community. 
 
The statutory guidance is covered within three core themes 

-Relationships 

-Health and Wellbeing 

-Living in the Wider World 

 

Even though much of ‘Living in the Wider World’ is NOT included in the statutory requirements we feel that 

it should remain an important part of our curriculum offer as it closely links to our school’s Curriculum 

Drivers. 


